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M
arine horsepower has never been so 
plentiful, compact, quiet and clean. 
The result is that not only are small boats 
getting faster, but fast boats are getting 
bigger. Just a few years ago, a 35m motor 
yacht capable of 25 knots or more was a 

rare and specialised creature whose hull was either too 
full of machinery and fuel tanks to leave much space for 
luxury, or constructed of such lightweight materials 
that everything rattled. Sometimes both.

Today, 25 knots is the benchmark for yachts of this 
size; luxury, of course, is non-negotiable. But the 
complexity of achieving that delicate balance between 
weight and performance never goes away, as two 
striking new motor yachts from Italy amply illustrate. 
The new Custom Line 120, revealed at the most recent 
Cannes Yachting Festival, has a commanding quayside 

Above: the aesthetics and 
performance of the Custom 
Line 120’s bow hark back 
to hull designs from the 
1920s and ’30s

slice work
A superyacht packed with showstopping trimmings, yet still breaking 

25 knots? Once unthinkable, but now reality. Alan Harper reports

presence, an extraordinarily spacious saloon and 
cockpit area, a clever layout of raised side decks 
that lead directly from the flybridge to the seating 
on the bow and a 25-knot top speed.

Slightly smaller than the Custom Line, in both length 
and beam, the Azimut Grande 35 Metri is a radical-looking 
craft with five ensuite cabins, including an opulent master 
stateroom on the main deck, a backlit onyx staircase 
curving down to the lower accommodation, a side-entry 
tender garage that can take a 5m tender plus a 3.5m jet 
ski, a dedicated sun deck and a 26-knot top speed. 

Both of these yachts have found an individual 
solution to a perennial problem – that however much 
horsepower becomes available to the yacht-builders, 
their customers have an uncanny knack of ticking 
the heaviest things on the extras lists, such as folding 
balconies and acres of marble. And sometimes simply 

ordering bigger engines to cope with the weight 
is not an option. This pinch point, where one size 
of engine is not quite powerful enough and the 
next size up is too big and too heavy, is particularly 
problematic in motor yachts in the 35m to 40m class. 
In their search for new ways to reduce drag and 
increase efficiency without compromising luxury, 
naval architects have been obliged to get creative. 

Designed around beautiful high-tech engines made 
by MTU in Germany, both of these motor yachts are 
fitted with a pair of state-of-the-art MTU 2000-series V16 

diesels, whose powerful 
combined horsepower 
(5,276hp and 4,800hp 
respectively) is enough, 
just, to guarantee that 
benchmark 25-knot P
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top speed. No doubt the naval architects would 
have preferred a bit more, but here that pinch point 
becomes apparent in the MTU brochure. Turn the 
page from the most powerful 2000-series engine 
variant and you enter the realm of the 4000 series, 
which offers mighty power but at more than double 
the cost in size and weight.

This might seem a slightly arcane problem for most 
owners, but it’s a fundamental issue for the shipyards that 
calls for tough decisions. Engines and their associated 
hardware of batteries, fuel tanks, gearboxes and ventilation 
systems not only account for a significant chunk of the 
weight of a yacht this size, not to mention more than 10 
per cent of its value, but they also take up as much hull 
volume as a full-beam ensuite master stateroom. Make 
mine a double? I don’t think so.

Custom Line’s designers have already been down 
that road. Its 38m 124 model from 2011 had two 10-tonne 
4000-series engines, which gave the yacht a top speed of 
27 knots. The Custom Line 108 from 2015, by contrast, 
was considerably smaller, and could reach 26 knots with 
a pair of the relatively modest four-tonne 2000 units. 
So the shipyard set itself a seemingly impossible task: 
a 25-knot yacht the size of the 124, but with the power 
plant of the 108. And yet on our sea trial at Cannes in 
September, the Custom Line 120 – which in spite of 
its name is actually longer and wider than the 124 – 
comfortably achieved the designers’ performance target, 

with the smaller engines and a heavy load of fuel and 
water. How? The secret is in the new hull design.

On the other side of Italy, Azimut had already been 
wrestling with this same problem and come to the same 
conclusion. The 4000-series engines were out of the 
question because of their size and weight, but the new 35 
Metri had to be faster than the Azimut 116 that it replaced: 
a solution could only be achieved by smart design.

It was clear on its launch that Azimut’s new flagship 
represented something different. Until now wave-

piercing bows have generally been the preserve of fast 
ferries and other specialist commercial craft, but here 
was one on a luxury motor yacht – a sharp protuberance 
lurking just below the surface at rest, then slicing 
through the waves and significantly extending the 
waterline as the bow rises underway.

Efficiency gains were immediate and marked: so 
marked, in fact, that when comparing fuel consumption 
and speed with the earlier model, Azimut’s engineers 
discovered improvements not just at low speeds, as they 

had expected, but 
throughout the yacht’s 
performance envelope. 
Their new design was 
smarter than they thought.

Even in an industry 
notorious for its relaxed attitude to the pilfering of 
other people’s good ideas, Custom Line could hardly 
have come out with a wave-piercer of its own – it 
would have been way too obvious. The designers of 
the new 120 had the same problem to solve but needed 
to find a different solution.

The Custom Line has a remarkably fine and elongated 
entry. Instead of seeking to create lift so that the hull can 
plane across the surface of the water (creating lift in a big 
boat needs a lot of power), the naval architects have 
rethought the problem of how to make a big boat go fast by 
returning to the old principle of a longer waterline and a 
sharp, slippery shape to create the minimum of drag. The 
aesthetics of the 120’s bow are also irresistibly reminiscent 
of hull designs from the ’20s and ’30s – an era when 
naval architects weren’t exactly spoilt for horsepower, 
and speed could only be achieved by creating forms that 
offered as little resistance through the water as possible. 
Elegance ensued almost by accident. Another byproduct 
of this very fine form is the reduced buoyancy in the bows, 
which damps vertical movement in choppy weather, 
providing a smoother and less boisterous ride.

Above: the Azimut Grande 
35 Metri has a wave-
piercing hull, extending 
the waterline as the bow 
rises out of the water

We create a need for more 
horsepower while taking 
away the space to fit it
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Your coffee, our goal. Maestosa, the Bean-to-Cup coffee machine created for you to 
enjoy excellent taste and pure pleasure. We mined decades of coffee expertise and 
technological know-how to push our passion for quality Italian coffee and premium 
design to the very limits. 

To deliver your perfect cup of coffee, the Adapative Grinding Technology will grind 
precisely your preferred coffee. Because, in the end, it’s all about your coffee.

Discover De’Longhi Maestosa

IT’S ALL ABOUT
YOUR COFFEE.

Scan or search 
“De’Longhi Maestosa” 
www.delonghi.co.uk

Available in

In terms of looks, the 
Azimut – its exterior styled 
by Stefano Righini – shows a 
fearlessly modern face to the world that matches its 
adventurous hull design, with a complex cacophony of 
angles and curves, vast areas of glass and a distinctive 
overhanging bow reminiscent of an aircraft carrier. 
Inside, the curvaceous and feature-rich Achille Salvagni 
decor is offered in three colour themes. The yacht also has 
a brilliantly clever folding balcony in the master suite.

For its new 120, Custom Line engaged the Florence-
based stylist Francesco Paszkowski, whose design partner 
Margherita Casprini sought a muted mix of natural tones 
and textures for the interior that wouldn’t conflict with 
what she identifies as the star of the show – the stupendous 
views of sea and sky granted by those enormous windows. 
The 120 also has its cool design feature, in the shape of a 
massive steel-and-glass cockpit bulkhead that hinges aloft 
in its intimidating entirety and locks into the deckhead, 
opening the saloon and cockpit up into one spectacular 
living space. As you walk underneath, it’s probably best if 
you don’t know that this mighty structure weighs 1,700kg. 
Similarly, while admiring the sunset from the Azimut’s 
clever unfolding balcony, you might fleetingly appreciate 
its firmness and solidity, without dwelling on the fact that 
such attributes inevitably carry a weight penalty.

The things that persuade us to buy yachts always seem 
to be heavy, like these two cool design features, or space-
hungry, like the luxurious cabins below decks that we 
cannot do without. We create a need for more horsepower 
while taking away the space to fit it. Yet as we make these 
increasingly unreasonable demands, the designers and 
engineers somehow continue to satisfy them. ✦
Azimut Yachts, azimutyachts.com. Custom Line, 
customline‑yacht.com.

Right: the Azimut features 
interiors by Achille Salvagni 
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The interiors and product designer divulges hidden coves and classic eateries in Italy’s 
lesser-known archipelago to Christina Ohly Evans. Portrait by Fabio Massimo Aceto

a world away. The Pontines are not at all 
like Capri; they have the DNA of the 
Aeolians, which means that they feel 
rural, pristine and real. The small villages 
are home to fishermen who still work 
very hard, and you can hear the sea from 
almost everywhere. Ponza was once a 
Roman island, so you still have many 
people coming here from Rome, but there 
are strong Neapolitan roots, so it draws 
people from there too.

The Pontines have a very specific kind 
of natural beauty. Whereas the Aeolian 
Islands are volcanic and very rounded and 
full of vegetation, the Pontines are more 
sculptural; you’ll find all sorts of hidden 

craggy grottos and secluded 
white-sand beaches. There are 
also incredible rock formations 
– almost gothic arches – that 
jut out from the sea. There are 
unexpected treasures at every 
turn, but the area remains 

When I was growing up 
my family had a home in 
San Felice, just across the 
Tyrrhenian Sea from 
the Pontine Islands, so 

Ponza has always been a big part of my 
life. I come every summer to these “Pearls 
of the Mediterranean” – special because 
of their authentic rustic character, and 
because they have remained unchanged 
for centuries. There are six islands in all, 
with Ponza and Ventotene inhabited year-
round, while Palmarola is only lively in the 
summer. Santo Stefano and Zannone are 
little deserted isles with just wildlife, and 
while most people miss them, I think they 
are worth exploring by boat.

Mythology says that this is 
where Odysseus, on his way 
back from conquering Troy, 
was enticed by Circe, who later 
enslaved him. It’s just an hour 
and a half from Rome, but really 

amazingly untouched. And you will be 
treated like royalty here – the spirit of the 
people, who are very welcoming, is what 
makes it so special.

Ponza is the biggest of the islands 
and easily reached by ferry from Anzio, 
Terracina or Formia. The main port, 
Ponza Porto, is a very Mediterranean 
scene – whitewashed houses mixed 
with typical neoclassical 17th-century 
buildings and abundant vegetation, as 
well as quaint shops and restaurants 
lining the harbour. At the level of the 
sea you’ll find local bakers and fishermen 
selling their catch, while fancier 
boutiques are located one level above. 
In Santa Maria there is a very special 
church that has some fine Ionic details, 
and it’s also the setting for the island’s 
ultimate seasonal celebration, the Feast 
of San Silverio, an all-day event that 
takes place every year on June 20 and 
features feasts and fireworks, and 
everyone on the island takes part.

There are many wonderful places to 
stay, but Gennarino a Mare is one of the 
most special. It’s been run by the same 
family for decades. You arrive at this tiny 
inn by boat, and even a lunch of spaghetti 

achille salvagni’s pontine islands
THE SMOOTH GUIDE

From top: Achille 
Salvagni at the port 
of Ponza. Remote 
Palmarola, which 
he recommends 
exploring by boatPH
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HOTELS
Prices are for a double room per night 
with breakfast where applicable. 
Casa Spinelli, Ventotene (+39347-148 
7138), from €400 per week. Chiaia di 
Luna, Via Panoramica, Ponza (+390771-
80113; hotelchiaiadiluna.com), from  
€101. Gennarino a Mare, Via Dante 
Alighieri 64, Ponza (+390771-80593; 
gennarinoamare.com), from €110. O’ 
Francese, Palmarola (+39380-254 2553; 
ofrancese.wixsite.com/ofrancese). Villa 
Laetitia, Via Scotti 18, Ponza (+390771-  
809 886; villalaetitia.com), from €68. 

RESTAURANTS, CAFES AND BARS
Prices are for three courses and a half 
bottle of wine where applicable. 
Acqua Pazza, Piazza Carlo Pisacane 10, 
Ponza (+390771-80643; acquapazza.com), 
from €75. Mascalzone Village, Ventotene 
(+39349-258 4397). O’ Francese, see 
Hotels, from €40. Ristorante Il 
Melograno, Grand Hotel Santa Domitilla, 
Via Panoramica, Ponza (+390771-809951; 
santadomitilla.com), €45. Parata Grande, 
Via Parata Grande, Ventotene (+390771-
85303; paratagrande.com), from €85. 
Pasticceria Napoletana, Piazza Carlo 
Pisacane 35, Ponza (+39339-636 1723), 
pastries from €8. Ristorante Gennarino 
a Mare, see Hotels, from €40.

SITES AND ACTIVITIES
Carcere di Santo Stefano, Via Olivia 108; 
guided tour only – see Enrico Alleati. 
Da Coco Noleggio gozzo rentals, Via 
Banchina di Fazio (+39338-894 1314). 
Enrico Alleati, Via Rampa Marina, 
Ventotene (+390771-85122), from €10 per 
person per hour; sunset aperitivo at sea 
with wine and snacks included. 

WHEN TO GO
Most hotels and restaurants are closed 
from November to March; April to June 
and September are ideal. July is crowded 
and August best avoided.

HOW TO GET THERE
British Airways (0344-493 0787; ba.com) 
flies seven times daily from Heathrow and 
Gatwick to Rome, from £123 return. 
Trenitalia (italiarail.com) runs trains from 
Roma Termini to Formia-Gaeta, from £8. 
Laziomar (laziomar.it) runs ferries from 
Formia to Ponza, from €18.90. 

that sits at the top of the hill – the views 
go all the way to Mount Vesuvius. The 
best way to see this tiny island is by 
guided tour; Enrico Alleati sets off from 
Ventotene harbour regularly during the 
summer, and he’s full of local knowledge.

Then there is Palmarola, which is best 
known for its pink-coral beaches and the 
Rifles, a collapsed rock outcropping that 
once formed a natural arch. It’s a remote 
island, full of pristine beaches and I highly 
recommend a day of exploration by 
gozzo – a typical Italian fishing boat that’s 
good in any type of sea. On your own 
boat you can access hidden nooks and go 
snorkelling in the crystal-clear water 
wherever you happen to drop anchor. 
Cathedral Cliff is another geological must-
see as it’s covered in tiny dwarf palms. 

There is just one place to eat and stay 
on the island – O’ Francese – and you can 
only access it by swimming, unless you 
have a tender. That means you arrive wet 
and sandy, but this just adds to the magic. 
You can also rent grottos here, former 
fishermen’s houses, which are beautiful 
places to spend a day.

The last of the islands is Zannone, 
tiny and remote. Most people ignore 
it because there are no public places, but 
it’s fascinating in its own right, for the 
incredible rocks and equally incredible 
colours of the sea. The only inhabitants 
are wild goats with these impressive 
horns, and the only structures are the 
ruins of a monastery and villa that can 
now be accessed by a long hiking trail. 

The Pontine Islands are not for 
everyone, but if you’re 
looking for true character 
and authenticity, you’ll 
find them here. I hope 
that soul never changes.

alle vongole is worth the day trip. This is 
where Gianni Agnelli stayed whenever he 
came to Ponza; it’s that special. Another 
spot nearby is the Chiaia di Luna, which 
means “moon beach” – when the moon 
goes down, the white cliffs and sand turn 
to pale pink or yellow, the colour of the 
moon’s surface. The Chiaia di Luna hotel 
is the place to watch beautiful sunsets 
with an aperitivo. Villa Laetitia is the 
trendiest place in town – it’s owned by the 
Fendi family, who have made it a chic 
boutique hotel with gardens overlooking 
the water, and it’s a popular escape for 
Romans at the weekend.

Food is very important on the islands, 
and Pasticceria Napoletana on the 
central Piazza Carlo 
Pisacane on Ponza is a 
great place to start the day. 
It’s on the promenade 
and serves a speciality 
called sfogliatella, which 
is a pastry with a ricotta 
and candied-lemon-peel 
filling – delicious. 

The restaurants are 
excellent too. Acqua Pazza, 
overlooking the port, is 
a favourite. Tuna is a 
speciality of Ponza and 
here it’s served either as a 
carpaccio or cooked with 
pasta and a side of locally cultivated 
lentils. It also serves a very specific, 
locally produced wine, Biancolella by 
Casale del Giglio. My father built 50 
wineries during his long career, including 
this one, so I am very partial to their 
wines. The vintages are uniquely good 
because the grapes grow well in the 
clay soil, which absorbs the water and 
salt. The strong sun helps too.

One of the best spots for lunch on the 
island is Il Melograno, which is in the 
Grand Hotel Santa Domitilla. I really like 
the intimacy of the courtyard, with its 
fragrant wisteria and beautiful pergolas. 
It’s evocative of an ancient island village. 
The chefs prepare these incredible 
dishes made with just-caught fish and 
vegetables, fruits and herbs that were 
picked that morning. 

The second largest island in the chain 
is the very small, very simple Ventotene. 
There are almost no cars here and it 
has a humble, almost ascetic feel, but 
there is also a lot of rich history to the 
place. It was once a jail for noble Roman 
adulteresses and, later, anti-Fascists. 

Emperor Augustus exiled his daughter 
Julia here too. One of the most famous 
prisoners was Altiero Spinelli, author 
of The Ventotene Manifesto, which was 
signed here in 1928 and called for a free 
and united Europe.

This is a place for thinkers, those who 
like quiet and reading. The village, with 
its fishermen’s caves, is an excellent 
place to do this. There aren’t many 
hotels, but you can stay in Spinelli’s 
18th-century apartment, which has a lot 
of charm. The food is excellent as well – 
simple lunches of fresh mozzarella and 
aubergine at the Mascalzone Village 
café, and dinners at Parata Grande, 
where the chef makes excellent 
swordfish and barracuda-stuffed ravioli 
and octopus with lemon and olive oil. 
Wherever you are in the islands, dinner 
is often followed by a shot of gelsino, a 
mulberry digestivo. 

The smallest of the Pontine Islands is 
Santo Stefano, which, until 1965 was a 
prison fortress full of criminals of all 
kinds. Today it’s uninhabited; you can 
explore and tour the cells of the prison 

From top: the 
Pontine Islands are 
famous for their 
sculptural rock 
formations jutting 
out of the sea. Acqua 
Pazza restaurant 
overlooking the port 
in Ponza. The hall of 
Ponza’s Grand Hotel 
Santa Domitilla. 
Bottom right: the 
harbour at Ponza 
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